
Our company is looking to fill the role of territory manager. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for territory manager

Effectively deploy brand cycle initiatives in relevant trade channels achieving
targeted volume and share of market
Contract and retain top outlets to maximize brand staging with our targeted
adult consumer profiles within the assigned budget
Manage effective relationship with the distributor, negotiate and agree sales
plans and performance objectives
Lead, motivate and develop a high performing team through challenging
targets, constructive feedback and coaching
Builds and fosters a talented, high-performing team through effective
networking, recruiting, hiring, onboarding, assessing, giving and seeking
feedback, coaching, retaining, and leading a team of employees across
multiple platforms and initiatives
Inspires and motivates their team to grow and retain customer base through
an excellent customer/ meeting room experience
Has a clear understanding of roles within the Weight Watchers meeting room
and can impact employee performance both through one-on-one coaching
(in-person and remotely) and strategic peer mentorships
Engages team and communicates effectively to ensure the team is well
informed, leveraging Company-provided tools and technology, as a
supplement to in-person field visits
Resolves employee relations issues and complaints, finding best solutions and
outcomes
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and satisfaction

Qualifications for territory manager

Solid knowledge marketing strategies and sales techniques
PC literacy with proficiency in the Windows office suite
Knowledge of computer applications such as Microsoft Office, specifically
with email (for communication), Word (for letters, reviews, ) and Excel (data
manipulation and/or data gathering) and Power Point for presentations
Able to bring partner and/or end user relationships
Experience with the systems management and enterprise software market
and ideally has sold successfully against industry leaders in this space through
channels
Develop sales activities with new mid-market account customers


